Abstract-In this paper, the efficiencies of different interference coordination schemes are evaluated for emerging wireless networks and the possible impact on intra-cell scheduling is studied through extensive simulations. The results show that pure fractional frequency reuse can provide similar improvement in the ceD-edge throughput compared to power coordinated counterpart at a less cost in terms of overall throughput. Moreover, it can provide fairer distribution of throughput in both central as well as cell-edge areas. However, this scheme can not mange asymmetrical changes in the distribution of users across different cells in the entire system. As a result, a power coordination mechanism would be still necessary on top of such flexible frequency reuse schemes.
INTRODUCTION
During the past decade, multi-carrier communications has gained a strong support in both academia and industry due to its inherent robustness against frequency selectivity. Thus, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) and its variants seem to be a dominant platform for future broadband wireless technologies [1] . The migration towards OFDM provides important opportunities in scheduling that are quite promising. This multiplexing policy enables allocation of distinct sub-channels in frequency domain to different users per time slot, i.e. Orthogonal Frequency Division multiple Access (OFDMA) that brings finer resolution of resource allocation through two-dimensional scheduling in time-frequency domain; however, unfortunately cellular systems are interference-limited and this factor can significantly affect the efficiency of OFDMA schedulers at intra-cell scale. As a result, interference management schemes are crucial to control the inter-cell interference to alleviate this issue. Each interference management policy has a direct impact on the efficiency of intra-cell scheduling algorithm in terms of throughput, fairness as well as coverage. In this direction, extensive study is required to adopt the best policy according to the system requirements as well as practical constraints. In general, such schemes can be categorized into three major approaches, i.e. interference randomization, interference cancellation and interference coordination [2] . Randomization schemes including frequency hopping and cell-specific scrambling [3] 978-1-4244-2644-7/08/$25.00 ©2008 IEEE are useful to average out inter-cell interference. However, these methods are suitable to exploit frequency diversity and can not fit into the OFDMA-based scheduling particularly in full load scenarios. Cancellation schemes, on the other hand, such as interleaved division multiple access (IDMA), are getting growingly popular. However, complexity in higher orders of bandwidth particularly in the downlink is still an issue that requires further investigation [4] .
In this paper, our major focus is on possible inter-cell coordination schemes on the downlink side to manage the interference at intra-cell scale. First, potential policies are introduced based on the literature. Thereafter, the developed schemes are evaluated and compared in an OFDMA context to study their effects on the overall system efficiency. Considering the outcome results the advantages and disadvantages of different methods are pointed out Following this brief introduction, section II, describes some of the state-of-art interference coordination schemes. In section ill, a simulation methodology is introduced to verify the developed concepts. Here, proportional fair (PF) scheduler is evaluated in a multi-cell and multi-user environment as the benchmark algorithm. Thereafter, the efficiencies of different interference coordination schemes are compared to this benchmark scenario and advantages and disadvantages are pointed out. Finally in section IV, future issues and challenges are identified.
II. STATE-OF-THE-ART INTERFERENCE COORDINATION

SCHEMES
Interference coordination schemes try to alleviate interference through defining an inter-cell interference controlling mechanism. Such controlling mechanisms can happen either in static or dynamic manner.
Considering, static coordination, non-overlapping resource units in frequency-time domain must be allocated to neighboring cells to avoid interference. Unfortunately, dividing the resources among adjacent interfering cells will reduce the diversity of available resources per cell and does not drive the potential throughput efficiency of channel-aware scheduling algorithms. Alternatively, fractional frequency reuse (FFR) [5] can provide more feasible solution. This method exploits the non-balanced property of interference to provide more resource diversity in the central area of each cell compared to complete Here, a is inversely proportional to the time window of scheduler and r~represents the aggregate throughput of user n on current time slot, t.
Here, n* represents the optimal user for resource k whereas rn,k shows the potential rate of user n on the target resource.
Moreover, r;; symbolizes the average data rate of user n over the past time-slots. The averaging process happens based on a real-time exponential averaging as follows [6] :
A. Full interference
In the first scenario, all resources are shared in an uncoordinated manner among the adjacent cells. This implies frequency reuse factor of one in the entire cell area or explicit interference modeling. PF algorithm is considered at intra-cell scale and the optimal candidate user for each sub-channel is matched based on a gradient search method as follows: 
III. SIMULATION STUDY
The case study is done on the downlink of a typical OFDM system consisting of wraparound 7 cells as shown in Fig. I to evaluate a classical scheduling algorithm in different coordination schemes. We consider a IO-user scenario in which users are located at different layers of distance from the base station. Each user is assumed to be moving on a ring with a fixed distance from the base station. In other words, each user is representative of all potential users at that distance from the base station. By this approach, effective distribution of cellthroughput in the entire cell is obtained. Without any loss of generality, the users are sorted based on their distance from the base station. Moreover, a backlogged traffic is considered and power is distributed identically on all sub-channels (fixed power allocation). The rest of simulation parameters (similar to that in [2] ) are shown in Table I. partitioning of resources. This is mainly due to the fact that interference is strongest at the cell-edge area and users in celledge vicinity are more likely to get affected. Based on this method, each cell is divided into central and cell-edge area. Users in the cell-edge area are provided with a fraction of total resources but they experience a lower level of interference whereas central area users can exploit the diversity of all the remainder of resources. This method enables the intra-cell schedulers to assign the resources in a fairer manner across the cell. However, fractional dividing of the resources still reduces the trunking gain 1
• Dynamic interference coordination, on the other hand, can potentially provide more degree of freedom for intra-cell scheduling. However, the price for such methods must be carefully considered as dynamic coordination imposes signaling among neighboring cells and inevitably leads to higher orders of delay in intra-cell scheduling. Moreover, it violates the independency of intra-cell schedulers as it defines a higher layer of management on top of intra-cell resource allocation algorithms. Nevertheless, such dynamic schemes can be limited to a small set of strong interfering cells to keep the independency and delay within acceptable thresholds.
In following section, we develop a simulation methodology and thereafter we investigate the effects of different coordination schemes on a classical scheduling algorithm.1 I I 
In this coordination scheme, two different resource allocation procedures are possible. One approach is to employ the same benchmark allocation scheme, i.e. keeping the frequency reuse factor of one in the entire cell area to simply let the intra-cell scheduling algorithm choose the optimal resources for different users. The advantage of this method lies in the fact that the resource pool is not partitioned into separate groups for central and cell-edge areas. Fig. 4 demonstrates the results for this allocation procedure in 3 different levels of power reduction compared to the benchmark algorithm. Here p represents the fraction of nominal power which is transmitted on two non-platinum bands per cell. As it can be seen in Table  II , this simple power coordination scheme provides higher cellthroughput compared to the benchmark. However, users close to the base station take more advantage from this coordination scheme compared to the cell-edge ones. Therefore, enhancement in the cell-edge area is still marginal compared to the benchmark algorithm. Alternatively, it is possible to partition the resources between cell-edge and central area users, i.e. employing fractional frequency reuse. As a result, the platinum band is exploited by the cell-edge users whereas the remainder of resources, i.e. two other bands can be utilized by central area users. This method provides a higher level of diversity in central area compared to the cell edge but at a lower level of power. In this scenario, a criterion is required to differentiate central area users from the cell-edge ones. The criterion in our -- Based on this coordination method, the total bandwidth is divided into three distinct bands. Each cell transmits on full power on its exclusive band, whereas it reduces the power on the other two bands. This power coordination scheme provides Fig. 2 illustrates the outcome result in full interference scenario for a = 0.01. Here, the effective distribution of throughput is shown based on the distance from the base station. PF scheduler provides a reasonable compromise between fairness and cell-throughput through long term channel awareness. However, in full interference condition, this scheme suffers from low data rates in the cell-edge area due to strong co-channel interference (CCI) from the adjacent cells. This benchmark scenario clearly shows the necessity of interference management. In the following sub-sections, the above mentioned intra-cell scheduling concept is evaluated in different coordination schemes.
B. Coordinated transmission ofpower
Adaptive power allocation has been considered in some proposals as a complementary scheme to enhance the efficiency of resource scheduling at intra-cell scale [7] - [9] . It has been proven that adaptive power allocation can bring significant improvement in the capacity of the system in case of discrete rate adaptation [8] . However, such schemes can happen at the cost of extra complexity as well as signaling in the system [9] . Moreover, the gain diminishes by increasing the available modulation and coding schemes as the system gets closer to the continuous rate adaptation process. On the other hand, in practical scenarios boosting the power on some resources at intra-cell scale can cause strong interference on those resources in neighboring cells. In other words, improvement in one cell might tum out to be at the cost of service in adjacent cells. In this direction, fixed power allocation seems like a robust solution, that bypasses extra complexity, signaling and strong inter-cell dependencies. However, considering the problem at inter-cell scale, simple inter-cell power coordination methods can be employed to control the level of interference among the adjacent cells. One such scheme is shown in Fig. 3. scenario is defined based on the distance of a user from the base station. The threshold is set to 65% of the cell radius. Thus, the central area accommodates 7 users whereas 3 far-off users are located in the cell-edge area. Resource allocation happens in three different stages. At the first stage, cell-edge users are scheduled from the platinum band of resources with lower level of interference. In the second stage, central area users are scheduled from the remainder of resources and finally, the non-utilized fraction of resources from the platinum band are reallocated to the central area as this avoids the wastage of resources and provides more diversity for the central area. Fig. 5 shows simulation results in this scenario for three different levels of power reduction. As illustrated in Table Ill , this scheme provides significant increase in throughput of cell-edge area. However, this improvement is at the cost of throughput in the central area. Particularly, users in the middle of cell are adversely affected in this scenario as they can barely exploit the returned fraction of platinum band at the third stage due to higher level of path loss as well as interference compared to users close to the base station.
to coordinate interference as shown in Fig. 6 that is inspired from [10] . a. Here, the total bandwidth is partitioned into two distinct groups. The first group is exclusively considered for the central area of all the cells whereas the second group is partitioned into three non-overlapping subgroups. Consequently, each subgroup is allocated to the cell-edge area of one of the neighboring cells similar to Fig. 6 . This flexible reuse pattern for the cell-edge area completely eliminates the first-tier interference on each allocated sub-group. Moreover, it does not require any power coordination among adjacent cells as the resources for both categories have already been separated. However, the cell-edge quota is limited compared to the power coordinated scenario as just a single subgroup is allocated to the cell-edge area per cell. Fig. 7 shows the simulation results for this new scheme in similar scenario as B where 70% of users are located in the central area and 30% remain in the celledge.
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c. Pure Fractional Frequency Reuse
In the allocation schemes based on inter-cell power coordination, the first-tier interference from the neighboring cells is alleviated on a fraction of bandwidth, i.e. the platinum band. However, this interference is not totally eliminated. This is due to the fact that, the coordination happens in a symmetrical pattern for all the cells. As a result, total elimination of interference on the platinum band requires reducing the power to zero in the central areas which is not a feasible solution. This clue directs us towards another approach Table N , this coordination scheme can provide similar improvement in the cell-edge throughput at a lower level of cost compared to the power coordinated scenario. Moreover, as it can bee seen, this scheme can provide fairer distribution of throughput in both the cell-edge as well as central area. This is mainly due to the complete elimination of frrst-tier interference in this scheme as well as full power transmission on all the bandwidth. However, the peak achievable throughput in cell-edge area is limited compared to the power coordinated scheme as only a fraction of second group is allocated to this area. To realize the consequence of this issue, consider a scenario in which users are gradually concentrated in the cell-edge area. Inevitably, in that scenario, the distance threshold should move towards the central area, Le. resources should be transferred from the central quota into the cell-edge pool. Unfortunately, the resources of central area belong to group one that is used in frequency reuse factor of one in all the cells. This implies that the interference level can be strong on those resources in the cell-edge area. Thus, an uncoordinated transfer of resources to the cell-edge does not bring considerable improvement, as those resources would be barely utilized in the cell-edge. This shows that although the lack of power coordination is favorable in symmetric scenarios with uniform distribution of users, such schemes may not be able to sufficiently handle the dynamic changes in the distribution of users. Therefore, undoubtedly, a power coordination layer is required on top of such flexible reuse schemes to manage more complex scenarios.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the efficiencies of different interference coordination schemes were investigated and the possible impact on intra-cell scheduling was outlined in terms of throughput efficiency, rate-fairness and coverage. PF scheduler was employed at intra-cell scale as the benchmark algorithm. As discussed, pure fractional frequency reuse can provide similar improvement in the throughput of the cell-edge area at a less cost in overall throughput efficiency. However, asymmetry of load distribution within a cell in practical scenarios inevitably requires a higher layer of interference management on top of pure fractional frequency reuse. This can potentially impose extra signaling as well as complexity to the system. However, such schemes can be employed in a limited set of strong interfering cells to keep those overheads within acceptable thresholds.
